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Abstract: We give two examples disproving a Slociiiski's 
conjecture about the structure of two commuting isometries. 
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Let V be an isometry acting on a separable (complex) Hilbert 
space H. By the well-known Wold theorem H can be decomposed into 
the orthogonal sum H = H, © Hp where H-, and Hp reduce V, V|H-, 
is unitary, and VJH« is a unilateral shift. For a pair of com-
muting isometries the situation is much more complicated. This 
was studied in a series of papers [6], [9], [l2J, [l], £11], [7], 
[2I but satisfactory results were obtained only in the case 
of a pair V-., Vp € B(H) of doubly commuting isometries (V-̂ Vg = 
=- V ^ , V-jVJ) - V^V-p see [lo], [73). In this case space H can be 
decomposed into the orthogonal sum of four subspaces 
(1) H = H u u © H U 8 4. H 8 U © H 8 a 
such that all the summands reduce both V-. and Vp, V-|H ©>H and 
vol *-„„«.„ are unitary, V,|H *H a a and V J H «H are unilateral 2' uu su v 1' su ss 2' us ss 
shifts. 
The more detailed structure of these subspaces is described 
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in [2]. 
In [llj» Slociiiski suggested to study pairs of commuting 
isometries satisfying the following property (we call such iso-
metries compatible). 
Definition- Let V-,, V2 be commuting isometries on a separ-
able Hilbert space H. We say that V-. and V2 are compatible if 
P-j(m) commutes with P2(n) for every positive integers m, n, where 
Pi(m) is the orthogonal projection onto the rarige of V? (i - 1,2). 
From further description of summands in the Wold-type decom-
position (1) of a pair of doubly commuting isometries it is easy 
to see that 
P-^m) P2(n) = P2(n) P^m) = P(m,n) 
for any positive integers m, n, where P(m,n) is the orthogonal 
projection onto the range pf V?Vp. This means that any two doubly 
commuting isometries are compatible but the converse is not true: 
Example 1. Let S c Z x Z be a non-void set of pairs of inte-
gers such that (i,j) c S implies (i+l,j) € S and (i,;j+l) € S. 
Let Hs be a Hilbert space with an orthonormal basis {e : s 6 s}. 
Define isometries V«,(S), V2(S) € B(Hg) by V1(S)ei. = e i + 1 ., 
V2(S)ey = e.f j+1. 
Clearly, V-̂ (S) and V2(S) are compatible isometries but in gen-
eral they are not doubly commuting. If for example (0,1) € S, 
(1,0) € S and (0,0) 4 S then V2(S)
#V1(S)eol = elo and 
V1(S)V2(S)*eol = 0. 
As the property of compatibility means some sort of ortho-
gonality, the preceeding example suggests the possibility of some 
model for compatible isometries. In [ll] Slociiiski conjecured 
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that for any two compatible isometries V,, V2 € B(H) the space H 
oo 
can be decomposed into the orthogonal sum H » © H4 of subspacea 
i=l x 
reducing both V-̂  and V2 such that V-jH.^ and Vpl
Hi a r c unitari3-y 
equivalent to a pair V-f(S), V 2 ^ f o r s o m e S ^see E x a mP l e * ) • 
The aim of this note is to disprove the Slociriski's conjec-
ture. We exhibit two examples showing difficulties which arise 
in the study of compatible isometries. Although the Slocirlski's 
conjecture is not true we hope that these two examples will enable 
to construct some canonical model for compatible isometries simi-
lar to the theory of multiplicity for normal operators. 
Let S, VT(S) and V2(S) be as in Example 1. Suppose that botJi 
V^(S) and V2(S) are unilateral shifts, i.e. they contain no unitary 
part. Let (i,j) € S. Note that x - ey has the following properties! 
(2) For every k •% 0 there exists n^ £ 0 such that 
k nk. n k + 1 V2(S)
Kx € VX(S) ^ 5 e vx(s)
 K HS 
(in fact n, is the integer satisfying (i-nk,j+k) ̂  S and 
(i-nk-l,j+k) tt S), 
(3) if V2(S)
kx € V1(S)
rHs for some k > 0, r £ 0 then 
(x,V1(S)*
rV2(S)
kx) « 0. 
Analogously for V1(S)
kx € V2(S)
rHg. These properties will be used 
later. 
Example 2. Let M be a separable Hilbert space and U € B(M) 
be a unitary operator which contains no bilateral shift (i»e» 
there is no subspace which reduces U to a bilateral shift)» Put 
oo 
H = © M4, M. = M (i £ 0), and define isometries V,, V0 € B(H) ty 
i = 0 i i id 
1 o,xl*** = ^» xo , xl , * * *' • 
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V2(x0,x1,...) = (0,Ux0,Ux1,...). 
Clearly, V-, and V2 are commuting unilateral shifts which are com-
patible as V^E = V^H for every n £ 0. 
Suppose that there exists a subspace H'cH reducing both V-, 
and Vp such that the pair (Vn|H',V2|H') is unitarily equivalent 
to (V, (S),Vp(S)) for some 3. Then there exists x € H'cH, x ;- 0, 
with property (3). In particular, (x,V*nVnx) = 0 and (x,V*nV2x) = 
=- 0 for every n > 0. Taking H~ = \j{..., V*V1x,x,V*V2x, V*
2V2x,...} 
and using the relations 
V-/V* = v2v|, v*v2v* = v*
2v 2 
we find that V£V 2|H" is a bilateral shift. On the other hand, . 
V?V2(xQ,x1,...) = (UxQ,Ux1,...), hence V^V2 is an orthogonal sum 
of countably many copies of U which was supposed not to contain 
a bilateral shift. By theory of multiplicity (see [33) V*V2 d o e s 
not contain a bilateral shift as well, a contradiction. 
Example 3. Let S = {(i,j) € Z x Z: j > o}. For x € <0,1) 
let d, (x) be the binary digits of x = J dv(x)2 (for the sake K k=l K 
of uniqueness we exclude the case dn(x) = ^n+i(
x) = ... = 1 for 
some n). For (i,j) € S define 
B. • = {x «? <0,1); i + i d,(x) > o). 
1J k=l K 
Let H be the Hilbert space of all matrices f = (*\-;)n i)*s 
p 
of functions f • « € L (<0,lT), supp f. • c B. ., with the norm 
|f|2 = T If |2. AS usual, we identify functions which differ 
(i,0)€S 10 *• 
only 4n a set of zero Lebesgue measure m, and all the inclusions 
are to be understood in this way (for example supp f• • C B. • means 
that m({x€<0,l): x rf B±y f(x) * 0>) = 0). For f = (f^) € H 
define 
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<vif>ij = fi-i,o> < V > i j = -V.j-r 
Obviously, V-̂  and V« are commuting isometries. Further 
(4) V"H = (Ui5)aj6)€S: supp tL. c Bi-n(j>, 
*& = t(fij>(i,j)€s
: 8 u pP fij cBi,j-m>« 
which easily gives that V1 and V2 are compatible, and 
(5) V?H e V?+1H = f(f• • ) : supp f.. c B. • - B. ., .} KJJ vl" ̂  wl ° *-v ij' HP IJ v. wi-n|j "i-n-i^jJ 
where 
Bi-n,j " Bi-n-l,j = {" ' <°' 1 ) : i " n + r _ 1
d r ( x ) = °*' 
Suppose that there exists a subspace H'cH reducing'both V-, 
and Vp such that the pair (V 11H',V 2|H') is unitarily equivalent 
to (V1(S),V2(S)) for some S. Then there exists x £ H'cH, x t 0, 
with property (2). Let x = (f-y)(i j ) ^ and *'» 3' De fixed in-
dices such that f .*.'/ 0. For k z 1 let n k be such that 
v n. nv+l 
V*x € V-^H e V-j* H 
(see (2)). Then (5) gives 
supp f.'./ C B./ M ^ v - B./ „ -, .s'!_ = *^ ij i-nk,j+k i-nk-l,:j+K 
j+k 
= {x € <0,1): i'- n. + £ d Ax) = o}. 
r=l 
This inclusion with the analogical condition for k + 1 
j+k+l 
supp f̂ ./ c{x € <0,1): i'- n k + 1 + £ dr(x) = OJ 
«* r=l 
gives the inclusion 
supp f^j/ c{x € <0,1): dj/+k+1(x) = n k + 1 - nk>. 
Therefore 
supp *fl'C j£{x € <0,1>: d ^ ^ ^ x ) = n k + 1 - nk} 
and m(8upp -V-;') = 0, hence f jV = 0 a.e., a contradiction. 
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